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1. News from the Organization
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News - Status Quo of FAIR and GSI Organization

Status 17.11.2014
(as published on Web)

NEW Joint Administrative Managing Director for FAIR & GSI since 1.11.2014

NEW Director FAIR Site & Buildings since 1.11.2014

Looking for a NEW Joint Technical Managing Director for FAIR & GSI

Ursula Weyrich

Dr. Eckehard Gensior
FAIR Project Organization

FAIR Council
- AFC
- IKRB

FAIR Technical Lead
- Dr. Dieter Krämer

Project Steering Board
- Chair: FAIR Scientific Director

FAIR PSB Rules of Procedure
as approved by FAIR Council on 30.11.2011

NEW since 1.11.2014

Subproject Site & Buildings
- FAIR Director Site & Buildings
  - S&B PO
  - APPA
  - CBM

Subproject Experiments
- FAIR Research Director
  - EXP PO
  - NuSTAR
  - PANDA

Subproject Accelerators
- Chair All Accelerators Board
  - ACC PO
  - SIS 100
  - CR
  - HESR

Experiment Coordinators
- GSI
- GSI
- FZJ
- GSI

BINP

EDMS 1437423
1st FAIR MAC Meeting on 2.3.2009
Acknowledgements

- After 12 MAC Meetings ...
  May 2014 – November 2014
  … Lyn Evans hands over to Thomas Roser, as new MAC chair

- Many Thanks !!!
  The FAIR Management Board warmly thanks all members of the FAIR
  Machine Advisory Committee for having served many years and thereby
  helped significantly to advise us and to advance the project.

Also best regards from Dieter Krämer!

THANK YOU!